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YEAR 11 Work Studies 

Managing Work and life Commitments 

 

Due Date: Term3 Week 8 Wednesday 11th September Period 2 

10.45am-11:59 am 
Assessment Name:  Work experience presentation 

Mark:   /20 Weighting:  30 % 

 

SYLLABUS OUTCOMES TO BE ASSESSED: 
6. Applies self-management and teamwork skills 
7. Utilises strategies to plan, organise and solve problems 

DIRECTIVES TO BE ASSESSED: 
Applies: use, utilise, employ in a particular situation 

TASK DESCRIPTION: 
You will need to work individually to develop a presentation on the following: 

 4 advantages and 4 disadvantages of flexible working hours 

 Explain the job criteria of four different jobs that offer flexible working conditions.. Including: 
o Working hours 
o Part time/fulltime 
o Rate of pay 
o Qualifications needed 
o Location of the job 
o Any other requirements/ benefits the job has 

 Select one of the researched jobs and use it to solve the following problem: 
 

Lisa is a mother of 2 young children, one is 3 and the other is 6. Her husband works shift work and cannot be relied on to be 
at home for the children with his job. Lisa needs to find a job that will suit her family commitments. She cannot work 
weekends and needs to be at home at night. 
 
     Explain how Lisa can manage working and caring for her family. Explain what assistance she might need to make 
employment with the chosen job possible. Ie. Childcare etc 

 

 
ASSESSMENT CRITERIA – STUDENT CHECKLIST: 
Develop a presentation in pairs using multimedia software(eg PowerPoint, google docs )to answer the following: 

1. Describe as an employee the advantages and disadvantages of flexible working hours 
2. Research 4 current job advertisements that offer flexible working conditions and explain the job criteria. 
3. Utilise strategies to organise and solve a problem to the Lisa scenario. 
4. Some class time will be provided in order to access technology 
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MARKING GUIDELINES 
 

Guideline  
 

Mark/Grade 

- Extensively investigates the advantages and disadvantages of full time and part time 
work 

- Comprehensively explains the job criteria for four different jobs with reference to all 
five listed criteria 

- Critically utilises strategies to plan, organise and solve problems in reference to the 
Lisa scenario 

- Clear and precise digital presentation using appropriate software completed in pairs 

 
 

17-20 

- Thoroughly investigates the advantages and disadvantages of full time and part time 
work 

- Explains the job criteria for four different jobs with reference to all five listed criteria 
- Examines in detail ways to utilise strategies to plan, organise and solve problems in 

reference to the Lisa scenario 
- Clear and precise digital presentation using appropriate software completed in pairs 

 
 

14-16 

- Investigates the advantages and disadvantages of full time and part time work 
- Demonstrates a sound understanding of the  job criteria for four different jobs with 

reference to some of the listed criteria 
- Utilises strategies to plan, organise and solve problems in reference to the Lisa 

scenario 
- Submits a presentation using appropriate software completed in pairs 

 
 

10-13 

- Demonstrates basic understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of full time 
and part time work. 

- Demonstrates basic understanding of the  job criteria for three different jobs with 
reference to some of the listed criteria 

- Identifies strategies to plan, organise and solve problems in reference to the Lisa 
scenario 

- Submits a presentation not  using appropriate software completed in pairs 

 
 

5-9 

- Demonstrates limited knowledge of the advantages and disadvantages of full time 
and part time work 

- Demonstrates limited understanding of the job criteria for one or two different jobs 
with reference to some of the listed criteria 

- Little or no linking of strategies to plan or organise or solve problems with reference 
to the Lisa scenario 

- Submits a response not using appropriate software and not in pairs. 

 
 

1-4 

 

 


